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ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF COSINE OPERATORS

S. NELSON AND R. TRIGGIANI1

Abstract. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous

cosine operator C(t), hence of the analytic semigroup S(t), on the Banach

space X. It is proved that the set of analytic vectors for C(t) contains the

dense subspace X0= (J 0<r S(t)X, the containment being in general

proper.

Let C(t), — oo < / < oo, be a strongly continuous cosine operator on a

Banach space X. (For background on cosine operator theory and its rele-

vance to second order abstract differential equations, see [SI], [Fl], [K1]-[K3]

and the references therein.) In particular, C(0) = / and for every /, C(f) =

C(-t) is a bounded linear operator on X. The infinitesimal generator of C(t)

is a closed linear operator A with domain D(A) dense in X. Moreover, this

operator A also generates a strongly continuous semigroup S(t), t > 0 of

bounded linear operators on X, which may be extended analytically onto the

half plane Re / > 0. In fact, for / > 0, S(t) is given explicitly (see [F2, (5.17)])

by

S(t)x-—   f °°e-Tl/4'C(T)x dr,       x G X.
Vmt   Jo

For perspective on the theorem below, we recall that a cosine operator C(t)

is uniformly continuous if and only if its infinitesimal generator A is a

bounded operator on X, in which case C(t) is, in fact, given by the power

series C(t) = 2^L0 A "t2"/(2n)\ convergent in the uniform operator topology.

A proof of the 'only if part-the nontrivial part-is contained in [K3, pp.

258-260]. An alternate proof is outlined in the remark at the end of the

present paper.

A fortiori, analyticity of the map / -> C(t) on R-or, equivalently, [Bl, p.

291], [HI, p. 93] of the map t -» C(t)x, for all x in X-is possible if and only if

the generator A is bounded on X. The following result shows that in the

genuinely strongly continuous case with A unbounded, there is a dense

subspace of X for whose elements x the map t —> C(t)x is analytic on R.
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Namely, the subspace

X0 -    U   S(t)X
0<l

which [HI, p. 208] shows to be dense in X.

Theorem. Let C(t) be a strongly continuous cosine operator in the Banach

space X. Then for every x E X0 and every real number t
oo f2n

C(t)x= 2  A"x-^—. (1)
„=o \¿n>-

Thus, for x £ X0, the function t —> C(t)x can be extended analytically onto the

entire complex plane.

Proof. The analyticity of the corresponding semigroup S(t) implies

oo
Í.CÍ1 D(A»)d= DJA).

Hence e.g. [Kl]

d2"C(t)v
J2n      = A "C(t)y = C(t)A <y,       yE DX(A), - oo < t < oo,
dt2n

while the evenness of C(t) implies that the odd derivatives are 0 when t = 0.

Now let [-T, T] be an arbitrary interval. For any x* E X*, the Taylor

formula at / = 0 with Lagrange's remainder is then

N-l f2n f2N

x*(C(t)x) -   2 **04"*)¿j! = x*W)ANx) (¿v)[.       x E D»^)>

for some t in (0, F). By assumption, x = S(r)y for some r > 0 and y E X

and the analyticity of S(-) implies [Bl, p. 16]

\\A»S(r)\\ = \\[AS(r/N)]N\\ < (kN/rf

for some constant k, whenever r/N < 1, i.e., for N suitably large. By virtue

of the standard upper bound on C( • ), the Lagrange remainder is majorized in

norm by

which goes to zero as N —> oo. This establishes weak convergence of the series

in question. But weak and strong analyticity of C(t)x are equivalent [Bl, p.

291], [HI, p. 93]. That the radius of convergence is + oo follows also from the

Cauchy-Hadamard theorem [HI, p. 96]:

={jasrr<={(^rör
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since, by Stirling's formula, the last factor has limit e.   Q.E.D.

Now, let Xm be the subspace consisting of those x G DX(A) such that (1)

holds for all t G R. Obviously X0 c Xm c DX(A) and we want to settle the

questions of proper containment.

To this end, and throughout the rest of the paper, let X = L2(R), R =

(-00, oo), Af = d2f/di2 (in the sense of distributions) with D(A) = {/: /

and/" G L2(R)}. Then A, being selfadjoint with spectrum bounded above,

generates a strongly continuous cosine operator C(t) as well as a strongly

continuous analytic semigroup 5(0- S(t) and C(t) as applied to/(-) G L2(R)

are given by

[S(t)f](0 = —=[     e-«-°^J(a)da,       t > 0, -oo < f < oo,       (2)
V477Í    ■'-oo

[C(t)f](® = [M +')+ /(£ - 0] A      -oo < t < oo, (3)

as one sees by considering the solutions to the first and second order

equations associated with A.

To characterize the functions in Xm we introduce Xm(T), the subspace of

all x G DX(A) such that (1) holds for - T < t < T.

Proposition. For X and A as chosen above, an L2 function h is in Xm(T) if

and only if the Fourier transform h of h satisfies: h(w) cosh aw G L2(R)for all

a G (0, T).

Remark. The condition on h is equivalent to the existence of a complex

valued function //(£ + z'tj), analytic in the strip {- oo < £ < oo, —T <-q <

T), equal to /i(£) when tj = 0, and such that /üj#(£ + /r¡)|2 d£ is bounded

on all intervals - a < tj < a, a G (0, T). (See [PI, Theorem IV, p. 7] for the

difficult half of the equivalence.)

Proof. If the series *Z™=0A"ht2n/(2n)\ converges for all t G (- T, T) then

it also converges for all ex. t with \t\ < T. Fixing / = ia, a G (0, T), and

applying the Fourier transform to the series, we see by Plancherel's theorem

that

OO

2   w2nh(w)a2n/ (2n)\ = h(w) cosh aco
n = 0

represents a function in L2(R).

Conversely,    assume   h(u) cosh aw   is   in    L2(R).    Let    Cn(y) =

2*-o(- \)ky2k/(2k)\. Clearly |CBO0 - cos.y| < cosh.y and hence

\C„(aw)h(w) - cos awh(w)\2 < \h(w) cosh aw\2.

Since the right-hand side is integrable and the left-hand side approaches 0 as

n -» oo, it follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that in

the L2 norm topology, the series 2^=0(— l)"w2"h(w)a2n/(2n)\ converges to

h(w) cos aw which by (3) is equal to C(a)h. A second application of

Plancherel's theorem completes the proof.   Q.E.D.
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Examples. 1. If h ^ 0 is a C°° function with compact support, then

h £ DX(A) but h £ Xm(T) for any F, since h cannot have an analytic

extension 77(£ + f»). Thus Xm g Dœ(A).

2. If h(u>) = exp{-|w|3/2} then h E Xm by the proposition. However, since

the Fourier transform converts convolution into multiplication, we have, from

(2), [S(t)f](u>) = e-'"2f(w) so that h & X0. Thus X0 £ Xm.

Remark. In his systematic monograph [SI], Sova extensively studies cosine

operators. Toward the end of [SI], he refers to [K3] for a proof of the 'only if

part of the result (labeled Fundamental Theorem 3.4): C(t) is uniformly

continuous if and only if its generator A is bounded. We wish to point out

that an alternative proof of the 'only if part, can also be given within the

framework of results already developed up to that point by Sova. By invoking

Lemmas 2.11 and 2.14 of [SI] and applying the same procedure as in the

semigroup case [HI, p. 283], there is some p > 0 such that

T(p)=(P(p-u)C(u)du
Jo

admits a bounded inverse on X. Then

lim 2(CW-/>7^ = C(p) - I
h-,0 h2 '

so that A = (C(p) - I)T~l(p) is bounded.   Q.E.D.

Remark. The present investigation of analytic vectors for cosine operators

arose from the study of controllability properties of associated first and

second order abstract nonhomogeneous equations in Banach space. The

analytic vectors discussed here make the abstract wave equation and the

abstract heat equation simultaneously approximately controllable. For de-

tails, see [Tl].
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